CSR statement Mother Goose
Utrecht City Concepts, the owner of Mother Goose aspires to incorporate Corporate Social Responsibility in all of its undertakings. In doing so, we pay
attention to the effects on our employees, the environment and our business.
Conscious choices are made to benefit a good balance between people, planet and profit. We continuously optimize practicable steps to improve our
corporate social responsibility. To achieve this, we implement the following measures:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

We actively contribute to developing the knowledge of current and new employees about CSR in their job.
All guests and suppliers are informed about our Corporate Social Responsibility activities.
We communicate transparently about our CSR policy our guests and suppliers to maintain the quality and sustainability of our products and services.
We assess our social impact of our services and products and we reduce negative impact of any kind as much as possible.
We select our suppliers based on their commitment to delivering CSR-worthy products and services.
We are willing to contribute to several charity foundations in different ways, for example by gifts, sponsorships or voluntary work.
We continuously work on reducing the impact of our carbon footprint and increasing the sustainable character of our company.
We are continuously improving our purchase process and we are mainly focused on buying sustainable products and services, preferably recognized by a
sustainable ecolabel.

Utrecht City Concepts
Utrecht City Concepts manages several hotels in Utrecht, among which Mother Goose.
During the renovation of this hotel we used sustainably materials. The hotel is heated by district heating and we use a VRF system that regulates the climate. In addition
to this we use energy-efficient lighting. The lighting and the air conditioning (if desired) in the guest rooms only become effective when you have placed the energy
saver (electronic key) in the holder. When you remove the electronic key from the holder, the lamps go out and the air conditioning stops. At this moment not all
energy-efficient lighting is replaced by LED. This operation will be completed before 1 January 2019, with which we have achieved our objectives in the field of
lighting.
We also try to reduce the use of water use without sacrificing comfort. These measures allow us to economic use the energy and water, minimize CO2 emissions and
save the environment.
Waste is collected separately, both in the public areas, as in the guest rooms. Plastic, glass, paper and residual waste are collected separately.
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